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Written by a top scholar in the field, Practitioner's Guide to Using Research for
Evidence-Based Practice gives essential and practical guidance on how to integrate
research appraisal into evidence-based practice endeavors to ensure the best client
care. This reader-friendly book presents you with the knowledge you need about
various research designs and methods so that when engaging in the evidence-based
practice (EBP) process, you can determine which interventions, programs, policies, and
assessment tools are supported by the best evidence.
DIY Financial Advisor: A Simple Solution to Build and Protect Your Wealth DIY
Financial Advisor is a synopsis of our research findings developed while serving as a
consultant and asset manager for family offices. By way of background, a family office
is a company, or group of people, who manage the wealth a family has gained over
generations. The term 'family office' has an element of cachet, and even mystique,
because it is usually associated with the mega-wealthy. However, practically speaking,
virtually any family that manages its investments—independent of the size of the
investment pool—could be considered a family office. The difference is mainly semantic.
DIY Financial Advisor outlines a step-by-step process through which investors can take
control of their hard-earned wealth and manage their own family office. Our research
indicates that what matters in investing are minimizing psychology traps and managing
fees and taxes. These simple concepts apply to all families, not just the ultra-wealthy.
But can—or should—we be managing our own wealth? Our natural inclination is to
succumb to the challenge of portfolio management and let an 'expert' deal with the
problem. For a variety of reasons we discuss in this book, we should resist the gut
reaction to hire experts. We suggest that investors maintain direct control, or at least a
thorough understanding, of how their hard-earned wealth is managed. Our book is
meant to be an educational journey that slowly builds confidence in one's own ability to
manage a portfolio. We end our book with a potential solution that could be applicable
to a wide-variety of investors, from the ultra-high net worth to middle class individuals,
all of whom are focused on similar goals of preserving and growing their capital over
time. DIY Financial Advisor is a unique resource. This book is the only comprehensive
guide to implementing simple quantitative models that can beat the experts. And it
comes at the perfect time, as the investment industry is undergoing a significant shift
due in part to the use of automated investment strategies that do not require a financial
advisor's involvement. DIY Financial Advisor is an essential text that guides you in
making your money work for you—not for someone else!
This book demonstrates how quantitative country-level investment strategies can be
successfully employed to manage money in international markets. It offers a range of
state-of-the-art quantitative strategies, describing their theoretical bases,
implementation details, and performance in over 70 countries between 1995 and 2015.
International diversification has long been a key to stable investing. However, the
increased integration and openness of global financial markets has led to rising
correlations between stock market returns in particular countries, driving down the
benefits of diversification and increasing the importance of country selection strategies
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as part of an investment process. Zaremba and Shemer explain the efficiency of
quantitative investing, which captures huge amounts of data of limited scope very
quickly. In the traditional approach, this data compilation is an immense undertaking,
limited in scope and vulnerable to behavioral errors, but this can be overcome with the
help of a new paradigm of quantitative investment at the country level. Quantitative
country asset allocation can be efficiently accomplished by using wealth insights that
have been generated in the academic literature, discovering many anomalies and
regular patterns in asset prices. Armed with this information, investors and managers
can process large amounts of data more efficiently when deciding to invest in ETFs,
index funds, or futures markets.
The definitive guide to valuation written by a who?s who of today?s top practitioners
The Valuation Handbook differs significantly from other related books on this topic
because the contributors are practitioners, academics, and investment firms that
explain how they value companies and other assets. It concentrates on specific and
innovative valuation techniques, rather than the theoretical approaches more generally
accepted and discussed. Given the extreme volatility of the stock market, valuation is a
critical issue for analysts, investors, and businesses. Here, various professional
contributors explain how their firms approach the valuation process, while academic
contributors share their valuation consulting and research experience. Examines how to
value assets in today?s dynamic market setting Offers a broad spectrum of ideas from
some of the top practitioners and academics in this field Highlights state–of–the–art
approaches to company valuation Filled with in–depth insights and expert advice, The
Valuation Handbook puts this difficult discipline in perspective.
The economic climate is ripe for another golden age of shareholder activism Deep
Value: Why Activist Investors and Other Contrarians Battle for Control of Losing
Corporations is a must-read exploration of deep value investment strategy, describing
the evolution of the theories of valuation and shareholder activism from Graham to
Icahn and beyond. The book combines engaging anecdotes with industry research to
illustrate the principles and methods of this complex strategy, and explains the
reasoning behind seemingly incomprehensible activist maneuvers. Written by an active
value investor, Deep Value provides an insider's perspective on shareholder activist
strategies in a format accessible to both professional investors and laypeople. The
Deep Value investment philosophy as described by Graham initially identified targets by
their discount to liquidation value. This approach was extremely effective, but those
opportunities are few and far between in the modern market, forcing activists to adapt.
Current activists assess value from a much broader palate, and exploit a much wider
range of tools to achieve their goals. Deep Value enumerates and expands upon the
resources and strategies available to value investors today, and describes how the
economic climate is allowing value investing to re-emerge. Topics include: Target
identification, and determining the most advantageous ends Strategies and tactics of
effective activism Unseating management and fomenting change Eyeing conditions for
the next M&A boom Activist hedge funds have been quiet since the early 2000s, but
economic conditions, shareholder sentiment, and available opportunities are creating a
fertile environment for another golden age of activism. Deep Value: Why Activist
Investors and Other Contrarians Battle for Control of Losing Corporations provides the
in-depth information investors need to get up to speed before getting left behind.
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This book illustrates the importance of business impact analysis, which covers risk
assessment, and moves towards better understanding of the business environment,
industry specific compliance, legal and regulatory landscape and the need for business
continuity. The book provides charts, checklists and flow diagrams that give the
roadmap to collect, collate and analyze data, and give enterprise management the
entire mapping for controls that comprehensively covers all compliance that the
enterprise is subject to have. The book helps professionals build a control framework
tailored for an enterprise that covers best practices and relevant standards applicable to
the enterprise. Presents a practical approach to assessing security, performance and
business continuity needs of the enterprise Helps readers understand common
objectives for audit, compliance, internal/external audit and assurance. Demonstrates
how to build a customized controls framework that fulfills common audit criteria,
business resilience needs and internal monitoring for effectiveness of controls Presents
an Integrated Audit approach to fulfill all compliance requirements
The clearest, easiest-to-use guide to understanding GAAS 2011 on the market-fully
updated This latest resource to understanding GAAS addresses the toughest part of
the job-identifying, interpreting, and applying the many audit, attest, review, and
compilation standards relevant to a particular engagement. A brief identification of each
SAS, SSAE, and SSARS, with its effective date and tips on when to apply it A
convenient and comprehensive glossary of official definitions, which are usually
scattered throughout a standard Behind-the-scenes explanations of the reasons for
each pronouncement and brief explanations of the basic ideas of the section Concise
listing and descriptions of each standard's specific mandate Easy-to-read capsule
summary of interpretations, plus selected AICPA practice alerts and advisories Helpful
techniques for remaining compliant with each standard Examples and illustrations for
testing internal controls The only GAAS reference organized according to practitioners'
actual use of the Statements on Auditing Standards (SASs), Wiley Practitioner's Guide
to GAAS 2011 presents each statement individually, explaining how the standards are
related and offering guidance on the entire engagement process in the form of practice
notes, checklists, questionnaires, and real-world examples that illustrate how the
fundamental requirements of each section are applied.
Moving towards resiliency is more than just implanting policy and procedure; it is a
process that takes organizations on a winding path requiring patience and tolerance. A
good deal of learning will have to take place during the trip and that is why it is
necessary to have patience and tolerate the learning process. Organizational
Resilience: Managing the Risks of Disruptive Events - A Practitioner’s Guide provides
essential management tools that ensure you will succeed in moving an organization
towards becoming more resilient. The book explains organizational resilience and how
to manage risk through the use of the ANSI/ASIS SPC.1-2009 Standard. It outlines a
concise, clearly understandable approach to successfully addressing the various
challenges and techniques necessary to plan, prepare, and implement organizational
resilience management in any organization. The authors cut through the complexities
and identify the key issues and methods for successful implementation. They focus on
organizational resilience management as an integral component of an overall business
and risk management strategy. They also explore how organizational resilience creates
value for the organization and can be applied to both the private and public sectors.
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Building a resilient organization is a cross-disciplinary and cross-functional endeavor;
therefore "practitioners" may come from a variety of disciplines, all of which contribute
to helping the organization achieve its objectives. This book provides valuable and
much-needed guidance that enables practitioners to achieve the desired goals of
effective organizational resilience through cost-effective methods.
A must-read book on the quantitative value investment strategy Warren Buffett and Ed Thorp
represent two spectrums of investing: one value driven, one quantitative. Where they align is in
their belief that the market is beatable. This book seeks to take the best aspects of value
investing and quantitative investing as disciplines and apply them to a completely unique
approach to stock selection. Such an approach has several advantages over pure value or
pure quantitative investing. This new investing strategy framed by the book is known as
quantitative value, a superior, market-beatin.
Discover the secrets of the world's top concentrated value investors Concentrated Investing:
Strategies of the World's Greatest Concentrated Value Investors chronicles the virtually
unknown—but wildly successful—value investors who have regularly and spectacularly blown
away the results of even the world's top fund managers. Sharing the insights of these top value
investors, expert authors Allen Benello, Michael van Biema, and Tobias Carlisle unveil the
strategies that make concentrated value investing incredibly profitable, while at the same time
showing how to mitigate risk over time. Highlighting the history and approaches of four top
value investors, the authors tell the fascinating story of the investors who dare to tread where
few others have, and the wildly-successful track records that have resulted. Turning the notion
of diversification on its head, concentrated value investors pick a small group of undervalued
stocks and hold onto them through even the lean years. The approach has been championed
by Warren Buffett, the best known value investor of our time, but a small group of lesser-known
investors has also used this approach to achieve outstanding returns. Discover the success of
Lou Simpson, a former GEICO investment manager and eventual successor to Warren Buffett
at Berkshire Hathaway Read about Kristian Siem, described as "Norway's Warren Buffett," and
the success he has had at Siem Industries Concentrated Investing will quickly have you rethinking the conventional wisdom related to diversification and learning from the top
concentrated value investors the world has never heard of.
From the New York Times bestselling author of the book named the best investment book of
2017 comes The Behavioral Investor, an applied look at how psychology ought to inform the
art and science of investment management. In The Behavioral Investor, psychologist and asset
manager Dr. Daniel Crosby examines the sociological, neurological and psychological factors
that influence our investment decisions and sets forth practical solutions for improving both
returns and behavior. Readers will be treated to the most comprehensive examination of
investor behavior to date and will leave with concrete solutions for refining decision-making
processes, increasing self-awareness and constraining the fatal flaws to which most investors
are prone. The Behavioral Investor takes a sweeping tour of human nature before arriving at
the specifics of portfolio construction, rooted in the belief that it is only as we come to a deep
understanding of “why” that we are left with any clue as to “how” we ought to invest. The
book is comprised of three parts, which are as follows: - Part One – An explication of the
sociological, neurological and physiological impediments to sound investment decision-making.
Readers will leave with an improved understanding of how externalities impact choices in
nearly imperceptible ways and begin to understand the impact of these pressures on
investment selection. - Part Two – Coverage of the four primary psychological tendencies that
impact investment behavior. Although human behavior is undoubtedly complex, in an
investment context our choices are largely driven by one of the four factors discussed herein.
Readers will emerge with an improved understanding of their own behavior, increased humility
and a lens through which to vet decisions of all types. - Part Three – Illuminates the “so what”
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of Parts One and Two and provides a framework for managing wealth in a manner consistent
with the realities of our contextual and behavioral shortcomings. Readers will leave with a
deeper understanding of the psychological underpinnings of popular investment approaches
such as value and momentum and appreciate why all types of successful investing have
psychology at their core. Wealth, truly considered, has at least as much to do with
psychological as financial wellbeing. The Behavioral Investoraims to enrich readers in the most
holistic sense of the word, leaving them with tools for compounding both wealth and
knowledge.
This publication is a practitioner's guide for analyzing the distributional impact of reforms to
trade, monetary and exchange rate policy, utility provision, agricultural markets, land policy and
education. These six areas of policy reform are the ones most likely to have an impact on
distribution and poverty. Such analysis helps in policy formulation and development and for
implementing poverty reduction strategies in developing countries. Each chapter in this volume
provides an overview and guidance on the specific issues arising in the analysis of the
distributional impacts of policy and institutional reforms in selected sectors.
In his debut book on trading psychology, Inside the Investor’s Brain, Richard Peterson
demonstrated how managing emotions helps top investors outperform. Now, in Trading on
Sentiment, he takes you inside the science of crowd psychology and demonstrates that not
only do price patterns exist, but the most predictable ones are rooted in our shared human
nature. Peterson’s team developed text analysis engines to mine data - topics, beliefs, and
emotions - from social media. Based on that data, they put together a market-neutral social
media-based hedge fund that beat the S&P 500 by more than twenty-four percent—through the
2008 financial crisis. In this groundbreaking guide, he shows you how they did it and why it
worked. Applying algorithms to social media data opened up an unprecedented world of insight
into the elusive patterns of investor sentiment driving repeating market moves. Inside, you gain
a privileged look at the media content that moves investors, along with time-tested techniques
to make the smart moves—even when it doesn’t feel right. This book digs underneath
technicals and fundamentals to explain the primary mover of market prices - the global
information flow and how investors react to it. It provides the expert guidance you need to
develop a competitive edge, manage risk, and overcome our sometimes-flawed human nature.
Learn how traders are using sentiment analysis and statistical tools to extract value from media
data in order to: Foresee important price moves using an understanding of how investors
process news. Make more profitable investment decisions by identifying when prices are
trending, when trends are turning, and when sharp market moves are likely to reverse. Use
media sentiment to improve value and momentum investing returns. Avoid the pitfalls of unique
price patterns found in commodities, currencies, and during speculative bubbles Trading on
Sentiment deepens your understanding of markets and supplies you with the tools and
techniques to beat global markets— whether they’re going up, down, or sideways.
A Practitioner's Guide to Trusts is a step-by-step guide to all the practical aspects of trust law.
Written by an expert and highly respected author, this handbook provides practical information
that is as useful to accountants and trust practitioners as it is to lawyers.Written by an expert
and highly respected author, this handbook provides practical information that is as useful to
accountants and trust practitioners as it is to lawyers. It has been fully updated and revised to
take into account the latest Finance Act.KEY FEATURES:Includes changes to IHT treatment of
trusts subject to the relevant property regime (simplification of the calculation of IHT charges
on trusts at ten-yearly intervals or when assets are transferred out of the trust);Expanded
analysis on income tax and CGT treatment of trusts;The book has been designed to make key
information easy to find and assimilate and includes signposts to provide useful summaries
and focus points to highlight important issues;Case law includes the IHT Pawson holiday let
case (28 Jan 2013).Includes coverage of the following areas:Breach of trust;Capital Gains
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Trust and second residences;Income tax and settlor interested trusts;Ownership of house
(Jones v Kernott);Ownership of monies in joint bank account;Proprietary estoppel;Removal of
trustees;Severance of joint tenancy.Previous edition ISBN: 9781847667687
The clearest, easiest-to-use guide to understanding GAAS 2012 on the market—fully updated
This latest resource to understanding GAAS addresses the toughest part of the job—identifying,
interpreting, and applying the many audit, attest, review, and compilation standards relevant to
a particular engagement. The only GAAS reference organized according to practitioners' actual
use of the Statements on Auditing Standards (SASs), inside you'll find examples and
illustrations for testing internal controls, techniques for remaining compliant with each standard,
and explanations of the reasons for each pronouncement. A brief identification of each SAS,
SSAE, and SSARS, with its effective date and tips on when to apply it A convenient and
comprehensive glossary of official definitions, which are usually scattered throughout a
standard Behind-the-scenes explanations of the reasons for each pronouncement and brief
explanations of the basic ideas of the section Concise listing and descriptions of each
standard's specific mandate Easy-to-read capsule summary of interpretations, plus selected
AICPA practice alerts and advisories Helpful techniques for remaining compliant with each
standard Examples and illustrations for testing internal controls Wiley Practitioner's Guide to
GAAS 2012 presents each statement individually, explaining how the standards are related
and offering guidance on the entire engagement process in the form of practice notes,
checklists, questionnaires, and real-world examples that illustrate how the fundamental
requirements of each section are applied.
This hands-on book presents a complete understanding of SixSigma and Lean Six Sigma
through data analysis and statisticalconcepts In today's business world, Six Sigma, or Lean Six
Sigma, is acrucial tool utilized by companies to improve customersatisfaction, increase
profitability, and enhance productivity.Practitioner's Guide to Statistics and Lean Six Sigma
forProcess Improvements provides a balanced approach toquantitative and qualitative
statistics using Six Sigma and LeanSix Sigma methodologies. Emphasizing applications and
the implementation of data analysesas they relate to this strategy for business management,
this bookintroduces readers to the concepts and techniques for solvingproblems and improving
managerial processes using Six Sigma andLean Six Sigma. Written by knowledgeable
professionals working inthe field today, the book offers thorough coverage of thestatistical
topics related to effective Six Sigma and Lean SixSigma practices, including: Discrete random
variables and continuous random variables Sampling distributions Estimation and hypothesis
tests Chi-square tests Analysis of variance Linear and multiple regression Measurement
analysis Survey methods and sampling techniques The authors provide numerous
opportunities for readers to testtheir understanding of the presented material, as the real
datasets, which are incorporated into the treatment of each topic, canbe easily worked with
using Microsoft Office Excel, Minitab,MindPro, or Oracle's Crystal Ball software packages.
Examples ofsuccessful, complete Six Sigma and Lean Six Sigma projects aresupplied in many
chapters along with extensive exercises that rangein level of complexity. The book is
accompanied by an extensive FTPsite that features manuals for working with the discussed
softwarepackages along with additional exercises and data sets. Inaddition, numerous
screenshots and figures guide readers throughthe functional and visual methods of learning
Six Sigma and LeanSix Sigma. Practitioner's Guide to Statistics and Lean Six Sigma
forProcess Improvements is an excellent book for courses on SixSigma and statistical quality
control at the upper-undergraduateand graduate levels. It is also a valuable reference
forprofessionals in the fields of engineering, business, physics,management, and finance.

Over the past twenty years, there’s been a gradual shift in the way forensic
scientists approach the evaluation of DNA profiling evidence that is taken to
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court. Many laboratories are now adopting ‘probabilistic genotyping’ to interpret
complex DNA mixtures. However, current practice is very diverse, where a whole
range of technologies are used to interpret DNA profiles and the software
approaches advocated are commonly used throughout the world. Forensic
Practitioner’s Guide to the Interpretation of Complex DNA Profiles places the
main concepts of DNA profiling into context and fills a niche that is unoccupied in
current literature. The book begins with an introduction to basic forensic genetics,
covering a brief historical description of the development and harmonization of
STR markers and national DNA databases. The laws of statistics are described,
along with the likelihood ratio based on Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium and
alternative models considering sub-structuring and relatedness. The historical
development of low template mixture analysis, theory and practice, is also
described, so the reader has a full understanding of rationale and progression.
Evaluation of evidence and statement writing is described in detail, along with
common pitfalls and their avoidance. The authors have been at the forefront of
the revolution, having made substantial contributions to theory and practice over
the past two decades. All methods described are open-source and freely
available, supported by sets of test-data and links to web-sites with further
information. This book is written primarily for the biologist with little or no
statistical training. However, sufficient information will also be provided for the
experienced statistician. Consequently, the book appeals to a diverse audience
Covers short tandem repeat (STR) analysis, including database searching and
massive parallel sequencing (both STRs and SNPs) Encourages dissemination
and understanding of probabilistic genotyping by including practical examples of
varying complexity Written by authors intimately involved with software
development, training at international workshops and reporting cases worldwide
using the methods described in this book
Intergovernmental fiscal transfers are a dominant feature of subnational finance
in most countries. They are used to ensure that revenues roughly match the
expenditure needs of various orders (levels) of subnational governments. They
are also used to advance national, regional, and local area objectives, such as
fairness and equity, and creating a common economic union. The structure of
these transfers creates incentives for national, regional, and local governments
that have a bearing on fiscal management, macroeconomic stability, distributional
equity, allocative efficiency, and public services delivery. This paper reviews the
conceptual, empirical, and practice literature to distill lessons of policy interest in
designing the fiscal transfers to create the right incentives for prudent fiscal
management and competitive and innovative service delivery. It provides
practical guidance on the design of performance-oriented transfers that
emphasize bottom-up, client-focused, and results-based government
accountability. It cites examples of simple but innovative grant designs that can
satisfy grantors' objectives while preserving local autonomy and creating an
enabling environment for responsive, responsible, equitable, and accountable
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public governance. The paper further provides guidance on the design and
practice of equalization transfers for regional fiscal equity as well as the
institutional arrangements for implementation of such transfer mechanisms. It
concludes with negative (practices to avoid) and positive (practices to emulate)
lessons from international practices.
Since the formalization of asset allocation in 1952 with the publication of Portfolio
Selection by Harry Markowitz, there have been great strides made to enhance
the application of this groundbreaking theory. However, progress has been
uneven. It has been punctuated with instances of misleading research, which has
contributed to the stubborn persistence of certain fallacies about asset allocation.
A Practitioner's Guide to Asset Allocation fills a void in the literature by offering a
hands-on resource that describes the many important innovations that address
key challenges to asset allocation and dispels common fallacies about asset
allocation. The authors cover the fundamentals of asset allocation, including a
discussion of the attributes that qualify a group of securities as an asset class
and a detailed description of the conventional application of mean-variance
analysis to asset allocation.. The authors review a number of common fallacies
about asset allocation and dispel these misconceptions with logic or hard
evidence. The fallacies debunked include such notions as: asset allocation
determines more than 90% of investment performance; time diversifies risk;
optimization is hypersensitive to estimation error; factors provide greater
diversification than assets and are more effective at reducing noise; and that
equally weighted portfolios perform more reliably out of sample than optimized
portfolios. A Practitioner's Guide to Asset Allocation also explores the innovations
that address key challenges to asset allocation and presents an alternative
optimization procedure to address the idea that some investors have complex
preferences and returns may not be elliptically distributed. Among the challenges
highlighted, the authors explain how to overcome inefficiencies that result from
constraints by expanding the optimization objective function to incorporate
absolute and relative goals simultaneously. The text also explores the challenge
of currency risk, describes how to use shadow assets and liabilities to unify
liquidity with expected return and risk, and shows how to evaluate alternative
asset mixes by assessing exposure to loss throughout the investment horizon
based on regime-dependent risk. This practical text contains an illustrative
example of asset allocation which is used to demonstrate the impact of the
innovations described throughout the book. In addition, the book includes
supplemental material that summarizes the key takeaways and includes
information on relevant statistical and theoretical concepts, as well as a
comprehensive glossary of terms.
The clearest, easiest-to-use guide to understanding GAAS 2006 on the marketfully updated! This latest resource to understanding GAAS addresses the
toughest part of an accountant's job-identifying, interpreting, and applying the
many audit, attest, review, and compilation standards relevant to a particular
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engagement. Wiley Practitioner's Guide to GAAS 2006 offers the accounting
professional a clear, accessible distillation of the official language of those
standards, Statements on Standards for Attestation Engagements (SSAEs), and
Statements on Standards for Accounting and Review Services (SSARSs)-as well
as advice on exactly when and how to remain fully compliant with each. The only
GAAS reference organized according to practitioners' actual use of the
Statements on Auditing Standards, Wiley Practitioner's Guide to GAAS 2006
presents each statement individually, explaining how the standards are related
and offering guidance on the entire engagement process in the form of practice
notes, checklists, questionnaires, and real-world examples that illustrate how the
fundamental requirements of each section are applied. Other key features
include: A brief identification of each SAS, SSAE, and SSARS, with its effective
date and tips on when to apply it A convenient and comprehensive glossary of
official definitions, which are usually scattered through-out a standard Behind-thescenes explanations of the reasons for each pronouncement and brief
explanations of the basic ideas of the section Concise listing and descriptions of
each standard's specific mandates Easy-to-read capsule summary of
interpretations, plus selected AICPA practice alerts and advisories Helpful
techniques for remaining compliant with each standard New in GAAS 2006!
Proposed changes required by the new risk assessment suite of eight auditing
standards, including those related to: Understanding the client's business Internal
control Materiality Assessing risk and performing audit procedures Changes to
the requirements for audit documentation when performing an audit of a privately
held company
Introduction -- Planning framework -- Estimating BRT ridership -- Component
features, costs, and impacts -- System packaging, integration, and assessment -Land development guidelines.
A must-read book on the quantitative value investment strategy Legendary
investment gurus Warren Buffett and Ed Thorp represent different ends of the
investing spectrum: one a value investor, the other a quant. While Buffett and
Thorp have conflicting philosophical approaches, they agree that the market is
beatable. In Quantitative Value, Wesley Gray and Tobias Carlisle take the best
aspects from the disciplines of value investing and quantitative investing and
apply them to a completely unique and winning approach to stock selection. As
the authors explain, the quantitative value strategy offers a superior way to
invest: capture the benefits of a value investing philosophy without the behavioral
errors associated with "stock picking." To demystify their innovative approach,
Gray and Carlisle outline the framework for quantitative value investing, including
the four key elements the investment process: 1) How to avoid stocks that can
cause a permanent loss of capital: Learn how to uncover financial statement
manipulation, fraud, and financial distress. 2) How to find stocks with the highest
quality: Learn how to find strong economic franchises, and robust financial
strength. Gray and Carlisle look at long term returns on capital and assets, free
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cash flow, and a variety of metrics related to margins and general financial
strength. 3) The secret to finding deeply undervalued stocks: Does the price-toearnings ratio find undervalued stocks better than free cash flow? Gray and
Carlisle examine the historical data on over 50 valuation ratios, including some
unusual metrics, rare multi-year averages, and uncommon combinations. 4) The
five signals sent by smart money: The book uncovers the signals sent by
insiders, short sellers, shareholder activists and institutional investment
managers. After detailing the quantitative value investment process, Gray and
Carlisle conduct a historical test of the resulting quantitative value model. Their
conclusions are surprising and counter-intuitive. The book includes a companion
website that offers a monthly-updated screening tool to find stocks using the
model outlined in the book, an updated back-testing tool, and a blog about recent
developments in quantitative value investing. For any investor who wants to
make the most of their time in today's complex marketplace, they should look no
further than Quantitative Value.
Quantitative Value, + Web SiteA Practitioner's Guide to Automating Intelligent
Investment and Eliminating Behavioral ErrorsJohn Wiley & Sons
The individual investor's comprehensive guide to momentum investing
Quantitative Momentum brings momentum investing out of Wall Street and into
the hands of individual investors. In his last book, Quantitative Value, author Wes
Gray brought systematic value strategy from the hedge funds to the masses; in
this book, he does the same for momentum investing, the system that has been
shown to beat the market and regularly enriches the coffers of Wall Street's most
sophisticated investors. First, you'll learn what momentum investing is not: it's not
'growth' investing, nor is it an esoteric academic concept. You may have seen it
used for asset allocation, but this book details the ways in which momentum
stands on its own as a stock selection strategy, and gives you the expert insight
you need to make it work for you. You'll dig into its behavioral psychology roots,
and discover the key tactics that are bringing both institutional and individual
investors flocking into the momentum fold. Systematic investment strategies
always seem to look good on paper, but many fall down in practice. Momentum
investing is one of the few systematic strategies with legs, withstanding the test
of time and the rigor of academic investigation. This book provides invaluable
guidance on constructing your own momentum strategy from the ground up.
Learn what momentum is and is not Discover how momentum can beat the
market Take momentum beyond asset allocation into stock selection Access the
tools that ease DIY implementation The large Wall Street hedge funds tend to
portray themselves as the sophisticated elite, but momentum investing allows
you to 'borrow' one of their top strategies to enrich your own portfolio.
Quantitative Momentum is the individual investor's guide to boosting market
success with a robust momentum strategy.
Account-based marketing, also known as client-centric marketing, is in the
process of transforming modern marketing practice. It involves taking a strategic
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approach to business to business marketing, whereby important individual
accounts are treated as markets in their own right. After all, many of the world's
leading companies have annual revenues the size of some countries' GDP, so
for the businesses that provide services and solutions to these companies, such
key accounts truly do represent a global market. A Practitioner's Guide to
Account-Based Marketing explores the development of account-based marketing
(ABM) as a business practice, and outlines a clear, step-by-step process for
readers who wish to set up an ABM programme to accelerate growth. Rich with
fascinating case studies and personal stories, A Practitioner's Guide to AccountBased Marketing offers readers privileged access to lessons learned by
pioneering companies in the field, including BT, Fujitsu, IBM, Juniper Networks,
Microsoft, SAP, and many more. The text is fully endorsed by the Information
Technology Services Marketing Association (ITSMA), who run the only formally
recognized qualification in the sector: the Account-Based Marketing Certification
Programme. Meticulously researched and highly practical, A Practitioner's Guide
to Account-Based Marketing will help all marketers strengthen relationships, build
reputation, and increase revenues in their most important accounts.
Volgens Warren Buffet verreweg het beste boek over beleggen dat ooit is
geschreven. De klassieker ‘De intelligente belegger’ uit 1949 wordt zelfs na ruim
70 jaar nog steeds geprezen als de bijbel die iedere belegger gelezen moet
hebben. De filosofie van Benjamin Graham heeft zich door de jaren heen keer op
keer bewezen – hij behoedt beleggers voor kostbare fouten en leert ze een
succesvolle langetermijnstrategie te ontwikkelen. Omdat Graham niet vertelt
wélke aandelen je zou moeten kopen, maar juist een effectieve manier van
denken en handelen aanleert, is het boek nog steeds verbazingwekkend actueel.
‘De intelligente belegger’ is in de loop der jaren in talloze talen vertaald en sinds
verschijnen zijn er wereldwijd meer dan 1 miljoen exemplaren verkocht. Niet voor
niets door Warren Buffet uitgeroepen tot verreweg het beste boek over beleggen
dat ooit is geschreven. Met een uitgebreide inleiding van superbelegger John C.
Bogle, oprichter van The Vanguard Group.
From New York Times and USA Today bestselling author, Dr Daniel Crosby,
comes the behavioral finance book all investors have been waiting for.
In The Laws of Wealth, psychologist and behavioral finance expert Daniel Crosby
offers an accessible and applied take on a discipline that has long tended toward
theory at the expense of the practical. Readers are treated to real, actionable
guidance as the promise of behavioral finance is realised and practical
applications for everyday investors are delivered. Crosby presents a framework
of timeless principles for managing your behavior and your investing process. He
begins by outlining ten rules that are the hallmarks of good investor behavior,
including 'Forecasting is for Weathermen' and 'If You're Excited, It's Probably a
Bad Idea'. He then goes on to introduce a unique new taxonomy of behavioral
investment risk that will enable investors and academics alike to understand
behavioral risk in a newly coherent and complete way. From here, attention turns
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to the four ways in which behavioral risk can be combatted and the five equity
selection methods investors should harness to take advantage of behaviorallyinduced opportunities in the stock market. Throughout, readers are treated to
anecdotes, research and graphics that illustrate the lessons in memorable ways.
And in highly valuable 'What now?' summaries at the end of each chapter,
Crosby provides clear, concise direction on what investors should think, ask and
do to benefit from the behavioral research. Dr. Crosby's training as a clinical
psychologist and work as an asset manager provide a unique vantage and result
in a book that breaks new ground in behavioral finance. You need to follow the
laws of wealth to manage your behavior and improve your investing process!
This book addresses three main dimensions of risk management in emerging
markets: 1) the effectiveness of risk management practices; 2) current issues and
challenges in risk assessment and modelling in emerging market countries; 3)
the responses of emerging markets to the recent financial crises and the design
of risk management models.
As western governments issue increasing amounts of debt, the fixed income
markets have never been more important. Yet the methods for analyzing these
markets have failed to keep pace with recent developments, including the
deterioration in the credit quality of many sovereign issuers. In Fixed Income
Relative Value Analysis, Doug Huggins and Christian Schaller address this gap
with a set of analytic tools for assessing value in the markets for government
bonds, interest rate swaps, and related basis swaps, as well as associated
futures and options. Taking a practitioner’s point of view, the book presents the
theory behind market analysis in connection with tools for finding and expressing
trade ideas. The extensive use of actual market examples illustrates the ways
these analytic tools can be applied in practice. The book covers: Statistical
models for quantitative market analysis, in particular mean reversion models and
principal component analysis. An in-depth approach to understanding swap
spreads in theory and in practice. A comprehensive discussion of the various
basis swaps and their combinations. The incorporation of credit default swaps in
yield curve analysis. A classification of option trades, with appropriate analysis
tools for each category. Fitted curve techniques for identifying relative value
among different bonds. A multi-factor delivery option model for bond future
contracts. Fixed Income Relative Value Analysis provides an insightful
presentation of the relevant statistical and financial theories, a detailed set of
statistical and financial tools derived from these theories, and a multitude of
actual trades resulting from the application of these tools to the fixed income
markets. As such, it’s an indispensable guide for relative value analysts, relative
value traders, and portfolio managers for whom security selection and hedging
are part of the investment process.
In Mind Body Spirit van Alberto Villoldo combineert hij de levensprincipes van de
sjamanen uit de Amazone met moderne wetenschap en past dit toe op
gezondheid. In Mind Body Spirit van Alberto Villoldo combineert hij de
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levensprincipes van de sjamanen uit de Amazone met moderne wetenschap en
past dit toe op gezondheid. Hij leefde jarenlang bij diverse sjamanen in de
Amazone en de Andes en deed daar als psycholoog en medisch antropoloog
diepgaand onderzoek naar hun geneespraktijken. Zijn kennis heeft hij gebundeld
in dit boek. De recepten en praktische geneeswijzen zijn veelbelovend: ze laten
je binnen één week al sterker, vitaler en optimistischer voelen. En dat hoeft
helemaal niet ingewikkeld te zijn; door bijvoorbeeld groener te eten, zet je je
'langer leven genen' al aan!
Knowledge management (KM) is the identification and analysis of available and
required knowledge, and the subsequent planning and control of actions, to
develop "knowledge assets" that enable businesses to generate profits and
improve their competitive positions. This volume provides the framework for the
strategic use of the information intelligence processes - business intelligence,
content management, and knowledge management. In nine detailed chapters,
the author explains every facet of these three subjects, enabling you to
understand these sophisticated business concepts within the framework of
information technology. Knowledge Management, Business Intelligence, and
Content Management: The IT Practitioner's Guide discusses creation, protection,
development, sharing, and management of information and intellectual assets
through the use of business intelligence and other knowledge sharing and
analytical techniques. About the Author Jessica Keyes is president of New Art
Technologies, Inc., a high-technology and management consultancy, and is also
founding partner of Manhattan Technology Group. Often a keynote speaker on
the topics of competitive strategy, productivity, and quality, she is a founding
board of directors member of the New York Software Industry Association, and
has recently completed a 2-year term on the Mayor of New York City's Small
Business Advisory Council. A noted columnist and correspondent, Keyes is the
author of 19 books, including Auerbach Publications' Software Engineering
Handbook, Software Configuration Management, and Implementing the IT
Balanced Scorecard.
The digital age has transformed the very nature of marketing. Armed with
smartphones, tablets, PCs and smart TVs, consumers are increasingly hanging
out on the internet. Cyberspace has changed the way they communicate, and the
way they shop and buy. This fluid, de-centralized and multidirectional medium is
changing the way brands engage with consumers.At the same time, technology
and innovation, coupled with the explosion of business data, has fundamentally
altered the manner we collect, process, analyse and disseminate market
intelligence. The increased volume, variety and velocity of information enables
marketers to respond with much greater speed, to changes in the marketplace.
Market intelligence is timelier, less expensive, and more accurate and
actionable.Anchored in this age of transformations, Marketing Analytics is a
practitioner's guide to marketing management in the 21st century. The text
devotes considerable attention to the way market analytic techniques and market
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research processes are being refined and re-engineered. Written by a marketing
veteran, it is intended to guide marketers as they craft market strategies, and
execute their day to day tasks.
The survival and prosperity of any corporation over the long term depend on the
company's ability to grow and develop through a process of investment, restructuring,
and redeployment. Since the late 19th century, mergers and acquisitions (M&As) have
become an essential vehicle for corporate change, fuelled by synergies that could arise
from expansion of sales and earnings, reduction in cost, and lower taxes and cost of
capital.M&A transactions, however, are complex and risky and are affected by the state
business cycle, financial conditions, regulations, and technology. Approximately twothirds of all M&A deals fail. This book seeks to provide an effective and comprehensive
framework, predominantly embedded in corporate finance, for achieving greater
success. Written by academics and practitioners, it integrates business strategies with
formal analysis relating to M&A deal making, providing a coherent statement on M&A
by utilizing scholarly work with best practices by industry.The authors provide extensive
analytical review and applications of the following critical M&A issues: valuation,
leveraged buyouts, payment methods and their implications, tax issues, corporate
governance, and the regulatory environment, including antitrust in M&A. The book
globalizes the M&A model by extending it to cross-border business, risk and select
hedging methods, and addresses postmerger integration.This book is intended as a
reading text for a course in M&A for undergraduates and MBA programs, and for
practitioners as a handbook.
Legendary investment gurus Warren Buffett and Ed Thorp represent different ends of
the investing spectrum: one a value investor, the other a quant. While Buffett and Thorp
have conflicting philosophical approaches, they agree that the market is beatable. In
Quantitative Value, Wesley Gray and Tobias Carlisle take the best aspects from the
disciplines of value investing and quantitative investing and apply them to a completely
unique and winning approach to stock selection. As the authors explain, the quantitative
value strategy offers a superior way to invest: capturing the benefits of a value investing
philosophy without the behavioral errors associated with "stock picking." To demystify
their innovative approach, Gray and Carlisle outline the framework for quantitative value
investing, including the four key elements of the investment process: How to avoid
stocks that can cause a permanent loss of capital: Learn how to uncover financial
statement manipulation, fraud, and financial distress How to find stocks with the highest
quality: Discover how to find strong economic franchises and robust financial strength.
Gray and Carlisle look at long-term returns on capital and assets, free cash flow, and a
variety of metrics related to margins and general financial strength The secret to finding
deeply undervalued stocks: Does the price-to-earnings ratio find undervalued stocks
better than free cash flow? Gray and Carlisle examine the historical data on over 50
valuation ratios, including some unusual metrics, rare multi-year averages, and
uncommon combinations The five signals sent by smart money: The book uncovers the
signals sent by insiders, short sellers, shareholder activists, and institutional investment
managers After detailing the quantitative value investment process, Gray and Carlisle
conduct a historical test of the resulting quantitative value model. Their conclusions are
surprising and counterintuitive. This reliable resource includes a companion website
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that offers a monthly-updated screening tool to find stocks using the model outlined in
the book, an updated back-testing tool, and a blog about recent developments in
quantitative value investing. For any investor who wants to make the most of their time
in today's complex marketplace, they should look no further than Quantitative Value.
The clearest, easiest-to-use guide to understanding GAAS 2013 on the market—fully
updated This latest resource to understanding GAAS addresses the toughest part of
the job—identifying, interpreting, and applying the many audit, attest, review, and
compilation standards relevant to a particular engagement. The only GAAS reference
organized according to practitioners' actual use of the Statements on Auditing
Standards (SASs), inside you'll find examples and illustrations for testing internal
controls, techniques for remaining compliant with each standard, and explanations of
the reasons for each pronounceument. A brief identification of each SAS, SSAE, and
SSARS, with its effective date and tips on when to apply it A convenient and
comprehensive glossary of official definitions, which are usually scattered throughout a
standard Behind-the-scenes explanations of the reasons for each pronouncement and
brief explanations of the basic ideas of the section Concise listing and descriptions of
each standard's specific mandate Easy-to-read capsule summary of interpretations,
plus selected AICPA practice alerts and advisories Helpful techniques for remaining
compliant with each standard Examples and illustrations for testing internal controls
Wiley Practitioner's Guide to GAAS 2013 presents each statement individually,
explaining how the standards are related and offering guidance on the entire
engagement process in the form of practice notes, checklists, questionnaires, and realworld examples that illustrate how the fundamental requirements of each section are
applied.
Fact: the Millennial Generation will not be able to rely on pensions and social security in
retirement. Instead, they will have to save and invest in the global stock market to meet
their goals. When it comes to thinking about money, Millennials are, as a generation,
different from their parents. They are skeptical of expert advice, yet more committed
than baby boomers to passing wealth on to future generations. To build wealth, young
people must start investing early and buck conventional market wisdom. Millennial
Money will explain the most common mistakes that hurt investors' long-term returns
and show why their investments in popular stocks or the hottest industry of the day
have resulted in such underwhelming results. More importantly, the book will introduce
a strategy that can help us overcome our shortcomings as investors. Armed with this
strategy, Millennials can become the most successful investing generation in history.
The Definitive Guide to Using Analytics for Better Business Decisions "A must-read for
anyone who is directly or indirectly leading or managing an analytics function--and
anyone who wants to make better decisions based on analytics, not just intuition or an
'overemphasis on industry knowledge, which crowds out good analytics.'" -- Charlotte
E. Sibley, President, Sibley Associates, a bioPharma consulting company "Over the
long term, those who show the greatest imagination, grow the right skills, build the
deepest organizations, and follow rigorous statistical practice will reap the greatest
rewards from their analytics efforts. A Practitioner's Guide to Business Analytics lights
the way." -- Thomas C. Redman, PhD, the Data Doc, Navesink Consulting Group
"Executives beware. This is not your typical management book. This book contains real
information from analytical professionals who are outside the executive bubble. . . .
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Hold on to your seat and be prepared to change the way you think about leaders,
leadership qualities, and leadership skills needed for future success in the changing
business landscape." -- Thomas J. Scott, Director/Advisor, Marketing Sciences
Solutions, TGaS Advisors "Randy Bartlett has written an important and useful book,
filling at least some of the large void between books that exhort managers to think more
analytically without explaining how, and overly technical books that only quantitative
analysts would appreciate. Particular strengths are the recommendations about how to
organize to integrate analytical expertise into decision-making and the guidance about
how managers can assess whether they are getting good analytical advice." -- Douglas
A. Samuelson, D.Sc., President and Chief Scientist, InfoLogix, Inc., Annandale, VA;
quantitative analyst, inventor, entrepreneur and executive About the Book: The real
tragedy of a company failing while using analytics is the fact that its leaders will have
the data to explain the failure, but they won't have the capabilities in place to filter the
data and convert it into actionable business insights. One implication of Big Data is that
we need to adapt . . . quickly. A Practitioner's Guide to Business Analytics integrates
powerful strategies for leveraging analytics inside a business with a how-to playbook of
tactics to make it happen. The case for competing based on analytics is clear, but until
now, there hasn't been authoritative guidance for inciting a corporate community to
evolve into a thriving, analytics-driven environment. This hands-on book gives you the
tools, knowledge, and strategies to capture the level of organizational commitment you
need to get business analytics up and running in your company. It helps you define
what business analytics is, quantify the exponential value it brings to an organization,
and show others how to harness its power to gain advantage over competitors.
Accomplished business information professional Randy Bartlett brings his
comprehensive coverage to life with firsthand accounts of using business analytics at
brand-name global companies. Through in-depth examinations of success stories and
failures in analytics-based decision making and data analyses, he fully prepares you to:
Assess your company's analytics needs and capabilities, and develop a strategic
analytics plan Steward the three pillars of Best Statistical Practice and accurately
measure the quality of analytics-based decisions and data analyses Build and organize
a specialized Business Analytics Team to lead infrastructural changes Upgrade the
foundation that supports business analytics--data collection, data software, and data
management Create the essential synergy for success between the Business Analytics
Team and IT Effectively integrating analytics into everyday decision making, corporate
culture, and business strategy is a multifront exercise in leadership, execution, and
support. The specialized tools and skill sets required to succeed are finally in one
resource--A Practitioner's Guide to Business Analytics.
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